E-COLLAR

101
with Doug Roller

With 18 years as Chief Trainer for the Los Angeles Police Department’s
K-9 Platoon under his belt and as a respected trainer on the subject,
Doug Roller shares his knowledge on the E-collar.
Ever since I can remember, we have been conducting all of our searches off lead. So
in my younger years, I never knew any different. The E-collar was part of our everyday
training tool and was utilized during all deployments. Beyond that, though, it was used
in everyday maintenance and obedience work as well as motivational ball work (not
just bite and control work). In fact, it would be fair to say that we would all feel very
naked without it. You see, we did not use it as a crutch or a punishment tool, but as a
communication device. It was not until I developed expertise and experience in the K-9
community that I discovered how it was really being used and how much it was abused. It
was no wonder the E-collar had such a bad rap.
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For those of you that say you could never do off lead
searches because your canine would be biting everyone
and you could never control him - I would say you are
wrong. Not only can you search off lead but you should be
searching off lead.
This is what a tactically trained canine should do and
do well. I am not talking about tracking and trailing but
rather the open area search, be it a building or a large
urban environment. If your department is more worried
about liability than officer safety, then it is up to you to
show them the needed control you must have with your
K-9 team. Correct me if I’m wrong, but I think Southern
California has more lawyers per capita than any other
place on planet Earth. Believe me, the lawyers here are
waiting in the wings to pounce on any one of us for the
slightest deviation in policy or mishap that may occur.
My point is this - if we can do it, so can you. It is just a
matter of training and thinking outside the box.
We (Los Angeles Police Department K-9 Platoon) have
been using the E-collar for longer than any other agency
that I know of. I guess I should be careful using the
word we, as I have recently retired but I guess working
on the Department for over thirty years gives me some
authority - right. Over the past three decades, I have
seen firsthand the development of the tool, which has
allowed me to make my fair share of mistakes with
the E-collar. The E-collars now are much better than
they used to be. They are more reliable, smaller in size,
the stimulation is much more consistent and there are
a variety of models to choose from. I happen to prefer
the Tri-Tronics Pro 500 single dog unit. In my opinion,
this model coincides with tactical use better than other

models, which I will expand on in later articles. My
third year working the K-9 Platoon we had over 2,000
K-9 requests. Many of the searches were high risk and
we led the city in officer involved shootings (as a unit).
This required us to develop solid tactics in such a target
rich environment. At the time we also had to transition
from find and bite to find and bark. Say what you want
about the policy, but one thing is for sure, it requires lots
of training and lots of maintenance. You see, our canines
still bit suspects while becoming very “street hardened”
but we had to maintain this policy. The only way to
do this correctly and safely is with an E-collar trained
canine - period. Any canine worth his salt is going to
bite once he is hit in the running lights by a secreted
suspect, while performing the find and bark behavior. It
takes a very solid canine to perform this behavior with
any consistency after being assaulted a few times.
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Over the years we continued to
hone our tactics with hand signals
and flashlight control during off
lead searches, expanding our
abilities to direct canines from
a position of tactical advantage
while systematically clearing open
environments.
The operative word here is
systematically.
You see, any high driven canine
can be cut loose and run a large room
or area, but not many can do it with
control over and over again. This is
paramount during a tactical search.
It is your canine’s job to hunt and
locate either the suspect or scent
source. The problem occurs when you
cannot get your partner into all those
nooks and crannies during real world
deployments (at least not safely from
a position of advantage).
We spend lots of money for our
canines, including needed equipment
as well as hundreds of hours of
training to enhance our tactics by
utilizing a canine. So why then do we
throw it all out when we have to do
the proverbial choke off on a suspect
that could realistically still be armed
with a weapon? K-9 handlers all over
the country have been shot and killed
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doing just that - it makes no sense.
If you cannot call your canine off a
bite from a position of advantage,
I believe you have a problem. Of
course there are times when close
encounters requires hands on, but
this should be a choice and not
something that is dictated by the
canine. There is a better way.

THE SYSTEMATIC SEARCH
As I stated, your search should
be systematic in nature - that is
unless you are tracking and trailing
a suspect. This of course is done
on lead and the canine is trained
to work this way. The nuances of
tracking and trailing are not what
this article is about - however, I have
trained many tracking and trailing
canines to work with the E-collar
just fine. When a canine has been
trained properly to work off lead
something magical happens - he
becomes a problem solver. He will
learn to run the walls of a building
or a large open yard. He will learn
to do it through training and past
successes. An off lead canine will
work the environment in a natural
predatory fashion. You will see him
run the corners of a yard and then

systematically bisect the area. If
needed, the handler intervenes with
hand signals and a flashlight to direct
into areas that were missed. This
kind of trained canine works the
scent cone toward source and then
finalizes with no obstruction from
a long line. You might say, “well
my canine does that just fine with a
thirty foot lead.” Well guess what?
Someone is holding that lead I defy anyone to place rounds
in the ten ring (or worse yet
an actual fire fight during a
deployment) holding a long
line with a 80 pound high
drive canine pulling and
tugging during the encounter.
One more thing, what about
the yard that is owned by
the “hoarder” that has every
piece of junk known to man?
Your long line will not work
and can get you killed.

TRAINING AND THE REAL
WORLD BECOME THE SAME
Any handler / trainer will tell
you that a seasoned canine soon
realizes when he is in the training
environment and real world
deployments. There are many

reasons this occurs to be sure. The
environment many times is different,
especially if your training has become
complacent and you do not make
every effort to mimic your real world
deployments, but there are many
other things the canine recognizes
that offer clues that are associated
with these separate worlds. One of
the main things that occurs is that

during real world encounters, most
handlers do not correct their canines.
If a handler has no means to correct
his partner to release the suspect
and it turns into a choke off, this
soon becomes a learned pattern and
a real problem. The canine performs
great during training searches
but runs amuck during real world

searches. Why does he do this you
ask - because he can. No handler in
his right mind is going to perform
training on a real suspect during
a high risk search. So the canine
learns to live in two worlds. Believe
me, once these two worlds are
imprinted with your partner, they are
hard to break.
So how do we fix this problem?
Well once again the E-collar
will allow you to maintain
compliance all the time.
Not only can you control
your canine, but more
importantly, you can
communicate. You see, the
E-collar allows you to read
your canine’s mind. You
say, “how is this possible?”
Let me explain - have you
ever watched your canine
do a behavior change, a
head snap, a look, or what have you,
and during this brief moment you
know he is about to roll the dice and
misbehave? Before it happens, you
yell a command - for example “down”.
You do this because you anticipate
him breaking his down. Well this
“read on your canine” works hand in
hand with the E-collar, but better.
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You see, when you have distance
from your canine and he realizes
that you cannot get to him, he will
roll the dice to satisfy his drive for
that moment.
Canines live in the
moment and it is up to
you to stay ahead of
that moment whenever
you can. With the
E-collar, you can read
a behavior and/or
reinforce a command
because you are reading
his drive level. A
reminder with adequate
stimulation from the
E-collar prevents
his disobedience and
reminds him that you
are in control.
Remember that
“recency of experience
creates association” and the timing
of the E-collar correction is instant,
causing the canine to learn, and learn
quickly with very little conflict.
With an E-collar trained canine,
both his worlds become one and the
same. Consistency is what allows our
canines to learn and develop. Canines
by nature are gamblers, always trying
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to satisfy drives for that moment.
If he rolls the dice and finds he can
get away with misbehaving every so
often, then he will misbehave - it is as
simple as that.

ECONOMIZE YOUR TRAINING
Since I started my business a few
years ago, I have conducted over
fifty E-collar workshops all over the
world. There is nothing like running
a business to make you economize
your time. You see, when I was the
Chief Trainer for LAPD K-9 Platoon,

we used to take a couple of weeks
imprinting the E-collar on our
canines. Additionally, we would not
let the handler use the E-collar until
much later - depending on the team’s
abilities and needs. Well
this was not working as
I trained handlers from
the military and different
departments.
I now take a class of
ten or less and finish all
ten teams in five days.
Each team is imprinted
on the E-collar in low
drive obedience and
then in high drive ball
or prey work. By the
second day, each handler
is using the E-collar
as training continues.
The mistake I used to
make was not pushing
the team soon enough on the use of
the E-collar. This is where the real
learning takes place. Each canine is
unique to the E-collar and has to be
married to the device individually.
Of course the principals of operant
conditioning still apply, but each
team is finessed differently. If you
are saying, “well that is the problem

with the E-collar,” then I would say
you are not understanding. You see,
the E-collar is no different than a
leash, a long line, a good decoy and
so on. The canine has to learn how
to learn with it. Once this initial
stage is completed, then all learning
followed is easier.
One caveat here is the E-collar
cannot solve all training issues. I
am a firm believer in proper leash
work, voice infliction, timing of
correction and proper reading of
the canine. With this being stated
though, the E-collar can solve many
problems that would take weeks
to fix and sometimes may never
be fixed. I have seen dozens of
hardened canines that have never
outed off the bite and once properly
imprinted on the E-collar, release
with a little tap of low stimulation
the first time.
Not only are they outing, but
their bite has increased in hardness
because the communication between
the out and the verbal is clear. I
have seen very sensitive canines
that took longer than normal to
develop tolerance to the E-collar
become stronger as they learned to
accept an E-collar correction.
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THE CHOKE OFF & CONFLICT
Do not get me wrong here, there
are occasions that the choke off
may be needed - especially in early
training. However, I have seen the
choke off abused beyond belief all
over this country. I have lost count
how many canines have
been destroyed because
of scar tissue that has
developed in the throat
area due to improper
choke offs. Once this
scaring takes place,
most canines throats
will swell up causing
massive breathing
problems and they are
finished for the day.
Many have been washed
out because of this and it is a real
shame to be sure.
You will see many canines do
the dance around as the handler
approaches the decoy when he is on
the bite.
This is conflict and the canine
does not want to get corrected so he
scoots around the decoy while biting
as the handler and decoy attempt to
position the canine for a choke off.
This behavior can also manifest itself
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with the canine self outing as the
handler approaches. More conflict
that creates an unwanted behavior.
This of course bleeds off into the real
world causing confusion as the canine
self outs as the team approaches the
suspect. This is something you do
not want to happen. The E-collar

reduces, and sometimes eliminates,
conflict between the canine and the
handler. There are times off course
when the choke off is needed for a
hardened canine or for bite building,
but that is not what I am expressing
here. A finished canine simply should
stay on the bite - full and confident
as the team approaches. He should
stay on the bite as the team is yelling
commands to the suspect, as the
suspect is yelling and screaming

back. The handler should calmly
approach and take a position of
advantage and recall his canine
back to his side when appropriate. A
properly trained canine should do this
and do it consistently.
I thought it would be appropriate
to establish a mindset concerning
tactical operations
and the use of police
and military working
canines. There are
countless things you can
do with this amazing
tool - all one needs to
do is open the mind and
think outside the box.
The E-collar will not
solve every problem you
have during training,
but if used properly, it should make
training easier with less conflict
to your canine while dramatically
reducing training time. In my next
article, I will be writing on the proper
introduction to the E-collar, which
lays the foundation for advanced
operations. Until next time, be safe
out there and train smart.
Doug Roller is the CEO of Tactical
K9 LLC and can be reached through
his web site at www.tacticalk-9.com.

